HI CARE “E” SERIES CART

LOOKING FOR THE RIGHT CART?

DURABLE | VERSATILE | ERGONOMIC

Designed with the healthcare setting in mind, offering a range of integrated features to ease workloads for healthcare professionals and enhance patient care, the Hi Care “E” Series Cart makes the ideal workmate. It can be used in a variety of applications, including bedside charting/documentation and medication administration at the Point-of-Care.

POWERED ADJUSTMENT
Powered work surface height adjustment for sit-to-stand and powered display height adjustment.

LIGHTING FEATURES
- Work surface light
- Keyboard light
- Storage light

DURABLE WHEELS
5" dual-wide quality wheels

STORAGE OPTIONS
2-Tier or 4-Tier storage drawers

GENEROUS WORK SURFACE
Raised edges and translucent cover.
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HI CARE “E” SERIES CART

**ERGONOMIC BENEFITS**

- Powered work surface height adjustment for sit-to-stand use
- Independent 6” powered display height adjustment
- Display tilt and swivel
- Comfort grip adjustable push handles
- Negative tilt keyboard tray
- Mouse tray: right or left side of keyboard
- Foot rests
- Optional On-Demand Steer Assist Technology

**INTUITIVE DESIGN**

- Centralized Control Panel
  - Height Adjustments
  - Light Controls for work surface, keyboard & storage
  - Power Switch/Fuel Gauge
  - Drawer Controls (if applicable)
  - Steer Assist (if applicable)
- Generously sized work surface
  - Raised Edge
  - Translucent Cover
- Display Tilt/Swivel
- User Friendly Accessories
- Secure locking PC compartment
- Wrap Around Handle
- Extra long coiled power cord

**RUGGED CONSTRUCTION**

- Sturdy build - long lasting
- Small, yet stable footprint
- 5” dual-wide quality wheels
- Durable frame and structural components
- Easy to service
- Proven power system - lithium phosphate
- Multiple drawer options
- Variety of accessories
- Concealed PC Cables and wiring
- Cleanable surfaces - antimicrobial touch points
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